Dunmore And Fleischer's Medical Terminology: Exercises In Etymology
Synopsis

This completely revised edition now includes the most current terminology. This unique text helps your students learn medical terminology from a "classics" approach and includes references to Greek and Latin mythology. In addition, many new illustrations reinforce concepts and highlight various etymological notes.
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Customer Reviews

I loved this book so much. It has so many exercises. When I took a course that required this book, I loved using it to learn the roots. From time to time I will go to the back of the book where you can look up information very quickly. It has so many interesting stories.

I used this book for a summer class and I thought it was extremely helpful. The exercises helped me think about how the words can be formed and was very relevant for our coursework. If you aren't taking a class, but want to learn medical terminology for whatever reason, this is a great book to do so.

The exercises in the book are perfect. Unlike a lot of other textbooks that have a bunch of distracting (basically useless) information, this one is straightforward and the content is spaced out really well so learning is much easier.

The reading material is pretty good. The tables for the terms are excellent, but the rest of the
historical narratives aren't really necessary. The exercises are terrible. They're poorly engineered and of very little variety. They don't really link the word to a medical context as you would in the real world.

This manual is great for medical terminology, I need this class to fulfill my Pre-Occupational Therapy requirements, so this will definitely come in handy in the future!

This is a requirement for a class. Good exercises to practice using the terms. Fitted what I needed to accomplish the goal

This was a textbook for a class I was taking. Book was easy to read and understand. Wish I could have gotten it on Kindle.

This book really helped in my class and great for reviewing and practicing. Very simple and not confusing.
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